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• A coronavirus vaccine candidate being developed by the                                                                       
University of Oxford has successfully triggered a strong                                                                     
immune response in trials involving 1,077 people. Scientific                                                                 
journal The Lancet published the hugely promising results                                                                    
of Phase I/II trials and they have raised hopes that a safe,                                                                 
effective and accessible vaccine will be attainable to help                                                                  
end the pandemic. The trial provoked a T cell response                                                                       
within 14 days of vaccination and an antibody response                                                                       
within 28 days. 

• Even ahead of the tests, there have been commitments to                                                                      
supply over 2 billion doses of the vaccine to the United                                                                     
Kingdom, the United States, Europe's Inclusive Vaccines                                                                      
Alliance, the Coalition for Epidemic Preparedness, Gavi the                                                                  
Vaccine Alliance and the Serum Institute of India. Vaccines                                                                  
take years to develop but the University of Oxford have                                                                      
been working on their current project at an unprecedented                                                                    
pace. It is one of over 140 Covid-19 vaccine candidates                                                                         
listed by the World Health Organization, according to The Guardian and several are already in advanced testing. 

• The data shows that the bulk of candidates are in the pre-clinical stage of testing where the vaccine is given to 
animals to see if it triggers an immune response. 19 are in phase I trials where it is administered to a small group of 
people to determine whether it is safe. 11 are in phase II where the candidate is given to hundreds of people to 
evaluate further safety issues as well as dosage. The last stage is Phase III, of which three candidates are currently in, 
and it involves thousands of people receiving the vaccine to eliminate any final safety fears, particularly considering 
side effects. The Oxford University's vaccine did not have dangerous side effects but 70 percent of participants in the 
trial experienced a headache or fever which scientists said can be managed by paracetamol.

How Close Is The World To A Coronavirus Vaccine? 3
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Digital Shopping Habits in the UK May Look Like Post-Pandemic 4

• UK consumers’ shopping habits have undergone a change that is unlikely to                                                    
be reversed. According to our latest forecast, non-ecommerce retail sales                                                       
will drop by 16.0% this year, followed by a recovery in 2021. However, sales                                                 
will never reach pre-pandemic levels.

• A May 2020 survey from McKinsey & Company found that more UK adults                                                          
expected their digital shopping habits for grocery and nongrocery to either                                                  
increase or stay the same post-pandemic, compared with the portions who                                                         
anticipated declines. Physical shopping was among the behaviors most                                                         
likely to stay the same.

• “In terms of these habits across age groups, the patterns we’ve seen during                                                  
lockdown look set to extend longer term,” said Bill Fisher, eMarketer senior                                                 
analyst at Insider Intelligence and author of our new report, “UK Digital                                                    
Trends by Generation 2020.”

• “Everyone is likely to shop more digitally," he said. "But large proportions of                                              
older consumers are looking forward to things returning to how they were.“

• Some 42% of UK digital buyers said they expect to shop more digitally                                                        
post-pandemic vs. just 6% who expected to shop more in-store, per a May                                                         
2020 ChannelAdvisor study. However, there was a clear generational split                                                     
that made up that average.

• The 18-to-45 age groups were more likely to shift habits online, with those                                                     
26 to 35 most likely to do so (59%). The 56-and-older cohorts were least                                                        
likely to increase digital shopping ( 31%), with twice as many indicating                                                    
that “nothing will change.” Notably, though, the youngest cohort was most                                                    
likely to shop more in-store in the future.

• “The biggest difference that we could see is in the groups ages 56 and older.” 
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What Will Hotel Stays Look Like Post-Pandemic? 5

Hotels
• Consumers aren’t quite ready to book their next trip, let alone stay in a hotel. But many are taking note of what 

they’ll feel comfortable with when that time comes, according to polling from Skift and Oracle.
• Roughly six in 10 internet users worldwide said they’d be more comfortable staying in a hotel post-pandemic if the 

staff increased the frequency of cleaning and disinfecting procedures.
• Contactless options, as well as the use of tech, would also put many more at ease. For example, a good number of 

respondents said they’d be more comfortable staying at a hotel if the keys/locks were activated by a smartphone or 
if the hotel provided digital messaging services to avoid physical contact with staff.

Airlines
• 82% of adults support deep cleaning 

after every flight, and 76% were in 
favor of airlines adding sanitizing 
guidelines during the flight safety 
demonstration. Additionally, nearly 
two-thirds supported the monitoring 
of passengers’ temperatures, heart 
rates and respiratory rates before 
boarding a flight.

• Airlines may even see an increase in 
travel insurance post-pandemic. 
According to the survey, more than 
half (57%) of respondents said they 
would consider buying an insurance 
policy that would issue full refunds in 
the event they were denied boarding.
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Continental to lay off 2,000 as it closes Mexican factory
• German automotive supplier Continental AG recently announced it will close an auto parts factory along the U.S.-

Mexico border by 2024 as part of a restructuring plan.
• The plant employs 2,000 workers and makes electronic parts used in vehicles manufactured by Chrysler, General 

Motors, Ford, Nissan, Kia, Mercedes-Benz, Hyundai and BMW.

Costco rolls out Instacart same-day delivery across Canada
• Costco Wholesale Canada has gone live with Instacart same-day online grocery delivery at most of its 100 stores.
• Instacart said Thursday that the service is now available at 76 Costco clubs in Canada via the Instacart online 

marketplace, accessed at instacart.ca/store/Costco or through the Instacart mobile app. The rollout follows a two-
month pilot at selected Costco locations in Ontario.

Lord & Taylor files for bankruptcy; Men’s Wearhouse owner follows suit
• Lord & Taylor, America’s oldest retailer, is seeking bankruptcy protection, as is the owner of Men’s Wearhouse and 

Jos. A. Banks, lengthening the list of major retail chains that have faltered during the COVID-19 pandemic.
• Companies, some with roots dating to the early 19th century, were already suffering from the shift in the things that 

people buy and where they buy them. Much of that activity has moved online.
• Lord & Taylor, which began as a Manhattan dry goods store in 1824, was sold to the French rental clothing company 

Le Tote Inc. last year. Both filed for bankruptcy protection, separately, in the Eastern Court of Virginia on Sunday.

These states are having tax holidays in August
• 15 states are suspending sales tax during special events in August. These are AK / CT / FL / IA / MD / MA / MS / MO / 

NM / OH / OK / SCTN / TX and VA
• “This isn't just for back-to-school wish lists,” said Sara Skiboll, shopping and trends expert for RetailMeNot. 

“Members of the whole family can benefit from savings on clothing, footwear, accessories and office supplies, as 
many people have shifted to working from home."
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Retail Update 7

Amazon gains permission to launch $10B satellite project
• The Federal Communications Commission (FCC) has unanimously approved Amazon’s broadband satellite project.
• Known as “Project Kuiper,” Amazon initially announced the initiative designed to build a low earth orbit (LEO) 

satellite constellation for providing reliable, affordable broadband service to unserved and underserved 
communities around the world in spring 2019. On July 31, the program reached a key milestone with the FCC 
granting Amazon approval by a 5-0 vote to deploy and operate a constellation of 3,236 satellites. 

US economy suffers a record drop in GDP
The U.S. GDP plunged a record 32.9% in the second quarter, highlighting the long road to recovery. Millions of Americans 
are still out of work, thousands of businesses have closed and many of those that remain open have had to scale back 
operations in an effort to limit COVID-19 outbreaks.

What the pandemic has done to Nordstrom's revamp
• This was the year the retailer planned to expand its ecosystem concept and redefine the department store. Instead 

it's scrambling like everyone else. It began the year with high hopes.
• With the October grand opening of its first full-line store in Manhattan, which took more than $500 million in 

investment capital to build out, the retailer fully realized its concept of a coordinated ecosystem, including its off-
price Rack stores, its new Local stores and a men's store across the street from the flagship on West 57th Street and 
Broadway. All that plus their other Rack and full-line stores in the wider Tri-State area would help tap the $700 
million-plus market.

• As it turns out, that's not what 2020 is about.
• By some time in March, e-commerce was all that was running, as the COVID-19 pandemic forced nonessential 

retailers to lock their doors in an effort to step the disease from spreading. At the end of May Nordstrom reported 
that first-quarter sales plummeted — 36% at the full-line banner and 45% at Rack, with e-commerce edging up just 
5%. Taking after-tax COVID-related charges of $173 million, the company swung to a loss exceeding half a billion 
dollars, from net earnings of $37 million the year before.
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Chico's declares bankruptcy in Canada
• Chico's FAS Canada filed for bankruptcy according to a filing with the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission.
• The move will entail the permanent closure of all four Chico's and six White House Black Market stores in Ontario, 

which never reopened since closing in mid-March due to the COVID-19 pandemic, the company said.
• The apparel retailer turned to bankruptcy, which will be conducted at the District Court of Ontario, Canada, as part 

of "ongoing cost-savings measures taken to mitigate the impact of the COVID-19 pandemic" and to address what it 
called "the operational and financial challenges associated with operating in Canada.“

Walmart cuts corporate jobs as it focuses on omnichannel push
• As Walmart looks to build out its omnichannel capabilities and centralize merchandising, it is restructuring parts of 

its corporate workforce.
• In an internal memo emailed to Retail Dive, Walmart U.S. CEO John Furner and Walmart U.S. eCommerce chief Marc 

Lore said the company would be "streamlining some roles so we can be more effective and efficient" while creating 
some new roles around supply chain, stores and other facilities. Those losing their jobs in the reorganization would 
have chances to apply for other jobs at Walmart or receive benefits and severance.

• Bloomberg reported Thursday citing anonymous sources that Walmart has laid off "hundreds" of employees across 
its planning, logistics, merchandising and real estate units.

Amazon Sales Leap 40% as It Triples Grocery E-Commerce
• Amazon reported net sales of $88.9 billion in the second quarter, up 40% from $63.4 billion last year, in what 

founder and CEO Jeff Bezos called “another highly unusual quarter.”
• Online grocery sales tripled in Q2 vs. the prior-year period, and the retailer increased grocery delivery capacity by 

more than 160%. It also tripled grocery pickup locations during the quarter in order to meet the escalated demand 
prompted by COVID-19.

• What’s more, third-party sales grew faster during the quarter than Amazon’s first-party sales, a repeat from Q1. 
Third-party units represent more than half of overall unit volume.
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Tough peak season ahead for retailers, as Walmart stays mum on Plus launch
• Has Walmart got cold feet? July came and went without a word from the retail giant about its promised Walmart 

Plus service.
• Originally scheduled for launch in the spring, it was postponed until July on account of the Covid-19 outbreak.
• A free, same-day delivery subscription service, Walmart Plus was going to be the retailer’s answer to Amazon Prime, 

priced slightly below $100 vis-a-vis Prime at $119 a year.
• Walmart signaled it would start with groceries, but was set to expand quickly to other goods, eventually covering 

virtually its entire product range.
• The dedicated website set up for Plus informs visitors that the service is “coming soon”, and “almost here”, but gives 

no details on the delay or a likely launch date.
• One likely explanation is that Walmart may have concerns about meeting delivery expectations. The surge in online 

shipping since March has strained parcel delivery networks and forced service providers to suspend their service 
guarantees, Mr Haber said.

Publix sales soar amid pandemic; stock price jumps
• Publix’s sales in the first half of the year increased an estimated $2.5B due to the impact of the COVID-19 pandemic.
• The grocer’s sales for the three months ended June 27, rose 21.8% to $11.4B, up from $9.3B in the year-ago period. 

(Publix estimated sales in the second quarter increased about $1.5B because of the pandemic, or 16.1%, due to the 
impact of the pandemic.).

• Net earnings for the quarter were $1.4 billion, compared to $661.1 million in 2019, an increase of 106.8%.

Plunge in retail rents continue on Fifth Avenue and other luxury shopping sites
Average asking rents along 16 high-yield retail corridors in Manhattan were $688 per square foot during the quarter 
ending on June 30. This was the 11th consecutive quarter that recorded a fall in retail rent and marked the first time the 
figure has dropped below $700 since 2011.
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How fearful are today’s grocery shoppers?
• We’ve tracked grocery shoppers’ level of concern about contracting the virus monthly                                         

since March, and it’s become clear that the level of concern rises and falls as the                                          
number of new cases increases or decreases.

• In late June 2020, when we asked shoppers how concerned they were about contracting                                          
the virus, the survey found that the high concern group was the largest (43%), but more                                      
than half of shoppers had less concern, split relatively evenly between low (30%) and                                        
moderate (27%).

• Given the resurgence of the virus that’s followed the relaxation of precautions in many                                      
states recently, by the end of July, we expect that concern will reach its highest level                                     
since the beginning of the pandemic.

• Monitoring shopper's concern levels matters because it will continue to affect both the                                      
use of online grocery and online’s share of total grocery spending.
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Amazon plans 30 Go convenience stores for the UK
Amazon is planning to open 30 Go convenience stores in the UK, with ten locations already secured and negotiations 
ongoing with regard to an additional 20 outlets, preferably close to highly-frequented transport hubs. The first store is 
expected to open before the end of this year. Amazon Go stores will automatically track items shoppers put in their 
basket and charge their Amazon accounts without them ever having to queue or pay physically.

Aldi plans Amazon Go-style cashierless stores
Aldi is developing its own cashierless Amazon Go rival and is on the hunt for automatic product recognition technologies.

Flipkart opening 'dark stores' to take on Reliance's JioMart
Last week, Flipkart announced the launch of its hyperlocal services called ‘Flipkart Quick’ in various parts of Bengaluru, 
where consumers can book a two-hour delivery of about 2,000 products like grocery, fresh items and smartphones, 
among other electronic items. Comment – India is a prime test market for mega retailers in proving new channels and systems.

Le Tote’s bold bet buying Lord & Taylor comes up bust
Le Tote's move last year to buy Lord & Taylor for $100 million was bold, to say the least. And in the coronavirus economy 
it may help sink both. The two companies are filing for bankruptcy, blaming the pandemic for plummeting sales. Now the 
future of both companies hangs in limbo. 

Voice commerce continues to transform retail.
• ⅓ of American homes already own smart speakers, -- and that number is only growing. Voice technology isn't new, 

but when it comes to retail, it's being underutilized. .
• Customers may be looking for new ways to shop smarter and purchase faster. They want integrated, personalized 

experiences using technology they know and are comfortable with.
• Are you ready to adopt voice tech? Because the face of retail is changing. Now it's time to realize its voice is changing, 

too. This will have a major impact the point of sale channel with increasing numbers of Millennials and house-bound 
senior citizens converting to voice activated purchasing.
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Some Walmart customers upset about new returns policy
• Walmart says they are temporarily not processing returns or exchanges in stores and that includes apparel, health 

and beauty products, food, paper goods pharmacy and cleaning supplies. But Walmart says you can return by mail by 
visiting their website or using the Walmart app.

• And if you aren't able to return your item online, they will be extending the return period by six weeks.
• Customers have been registering their unhappiness in this policy.

Amazon’s bid to compete with Uber in U.K. approved
British regulatory authorities have reportedly cleared Amazon’s purchase of a minority stake in an online U.K. food 
delivery startup. Amazon will receive a 16% stake in Deliveroo, which has raised $1.53 billion to date.

Wayfair makes a profit as Q2 sales spike 84%
Total sales increased 83.7% to $4.3 billion and, according to Seeking Alpha, topped analyst expectations for the 11th 
quarter in a row. At 12.7 million, orders from repeat customers increased nearly 105% year over year.

Global social media research summary July 2020
• Social networks have transformed marketing and, as this                                                                      

post shows, their popularity is still growing in our latest                                                                  
global social media statistics research summary for 2020 .                                                                   
Networks vary in popularity with different demographics                                                                      
and they're still evolving. Research by Global WebIndex                                                                      
that we reference in this article shows that globally, 

“Social media users are now spending an average of 2 
hours and 24 minutes per day multi-networking across 
an average of 8 social networks and messaging apps”.
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Carriers owed thousands after lumber processor files for bankruptcy
• Several trucking companies and freight brokerages are owed thousands of dollars after a Kentucky-based lumber 

processor filed for Chapter 11 bankruptcy protection Monday.
• Northland Corp., headquartered in La Grange, Kentucky, filed its petition in the U.S. Bankruptcy Court for the Western 

District of Kentucky.

Union Pacific eyes highway-to-rail conversion opportunities
• Union Pacific is looking to take more market share away from trucks, whether that means through investments or 

through its own service product, executives said during the company’s second-quarter earnings call Thursday.
• For now, UP is touting its existing services and competitive pricing, pointing to recent wins in the e-commerce and 

parcel space. Those arrangements with business partners from those arenas boost UP’s domestic and international 
intermodal prospects, according to Kenny Rocker, UP’s senior vice president for marketing and sales.

XPO sees OR tumble in LTL division in second quarter
• Q2 operating ratio of the LTL division of XPO Logistics took a significant tumble, deteriorating significantly depending 

on the measurement. The non-GAAP adjusted OR declined to 90.1% from 80.3% in the Q2 of 2019. 
• Falling revenue was the primary cause of the weakening. Excluding fuel, revenue at XPO’s LTL division declined to 

$792 million from $999 million in the second quarter of last year, a drop of 20.7%. That big of a decline could not be 
offset by a drop in expenses, which was significant but didn’t match the performance of LTL competitor Old Dominion, 
which saw a more significant drop in expenses. 

Old Dominion makes its favored LTL benchmark clear: Revenue per shipment
• With numerous metrics to determine how a less-than-truckload company is doing, the CFO said the measurement 

that his company likes to look at: revenue per shipment.
• Focusing on that spread is vital, Satterfield said. “Managing those two factors [revenue and cost per shipment] has 

really been a key contributor to our long-term ratio improvement,” he said. 
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Resilient C.H. Robinson well placed heading into H2 uncertainty
US-based 3PL C.H. Robinson recorded total revenues of $3.6bn in Q2 2020, down 7.2% for the period year-on-year. Over 
the first half of 2020, the fall in headline revenues is less steep at 3.0% compared to 2019. The impacts of Covid-19 
disruptions are starker at the operating profit level (‘net revenues’ for C.H. Robinson) with Q2 income down 11.6% to 
$614m and the H1 figure down 13.9% at $1.2bn.

Warehouse Automation Market – Top 50 by logistics iQ
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Warehouse automation – the need of the hour for logistics industry
• One of the biggest challenges facing the logistics industry today is labour availability. It’s not easy for companies 

around the world to find enough high-quality employees to move goods from suppliers to customers. Two competing 
factors are making this especially difficult and are driving smart warehouse market: The first is an increasing need for 
more logistics workers and this is being driven by the e-commerce revolution and its need for more parcel 
shipments; the second is a decline in the size of the available workforce due to shrinking population levels in the 
Western world.

• This growth directly affects the requirement for logistics labor since online retail typically needs more labor per item 
sold than traditional brick-and-mortar retail. This is because, instead of moving merchandise to a retail store in bulk, 
the organization must pick and pack online purchases individually by hand.

• Freight and parcel handling labor goes up as well, since these goods must be shipped as separate parcels directly to 
consumers’ homes. Added to this, the average weight of these shipments is increasing as consumers can now order 
large items such as white goods, building supplies, and even furniture online. 

• Since 1948, the US economy has grown at an average pace of 3% per year. If this trend continues and with the 
current rate of productivity, over the next thirty years the US will need 35 million more workers than will be 
available. How will companies fill this labor gap? Even today employees are being asked to work additional years and 
retire later due to staff shortages, but logistics is a difficult occupation for an already aging workforce.

• To combat these challenges, the managers of tomorrow’s supply chains will need to either continue to raise costs 
while reducing service or will need to compensate with automation that can support workers and increase 
productivity. Today’s current material handling automation solutions have helped to ease and postpone this 
challenge but in many cases the solutions are just not flexible enough to cover all the requirements of a dynamic 
supply chain.

• Research shows that 80% of current warehouses are manually operated with no supporting automation. These 
warehouses have dealt with demands for increased productivity and throughput by supporting existing workers with 
good layout design, mobile material handling equipment, and constantly improving IT.
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UPS and FedEx surcharges are here to stay.
• Volumes common in peak season are occurring at this time of year, resulting in carrier surcharges. Delivery 

guarantees are also suspended as carriers face increased demand with customers ordering more online during the 
pandemic. 70% of UPS' deliveries are residential – was 50% – and are less profitable than commercial deliveries.

• Shippers large and small are getting hit with surcharges (some depending on volume) ranging from 30 cents per 
package for UPS Ground and SurePost, to $31.45 per large package shipped with UPS.

• FedEx added surcharges of 10 to 45 cents per pound for parcels out of China, with minimum parcel and freight 
charges. Soon after UPS announced domestic surcharges, FedEx followed suit. Even Amazon's first quarter shipping 
costs rose 49% compared to the same quarter in 2019, while revenue was only up 26%.

Used truck market won't fully recover until 2022, Ryder says
• Ryder CEO Robert Sanchez said his company's business hit bottom in April for its rental, supply chain automotive and 

used-vehicle sales. Ryder began an upturn after April, but Sanchez told analysts that a delay in the recovery of used-
vehicle market conditions is now likely, with a full recovery not expected until mid-2022.

• Demand in Q2 for commercial rental vehicles remained "significantly below" the same quarter last year, as well as 
typical seasonal levels, Sanchez said, while noting rental demand has improved on a month-by-month basis since 
April. Ryder reduced its rental fleet size by 8,600 vehicles, or 19% from Q2 2019, according to its earnings release.

Virgin Atlantic files for bankruptcy protection as Covid continues to hurt airlines
• Virgin Atlantic filed for bankruptcy protection from creditors in the US, according to a court filing in NY.

Home Depot adds three DCs in Atlanta area
Home Depot announced on Tuesday that it will open three distribution centers in metro Atlanta over the next 18 months 
as it expands fulfillment and delivery services to professional contractors and what is expected to be an increasingly 
important do-it-yourself (DIY) customer base. These will be in Locust Grove (657,600 sf), Stonecrest (615,000 sf) and in 
East Point (650,000 sf).
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Airfreight rates expected to shoot up by September
• Competition for all-cargo planes will be fierce when Sony, Apple and                                                            

Samsung ramp up shipping.
• Stability in the airfreight market may be short-lived, with outbound                                                            

China rates rising this month and big high-tech product launches                                                                
poised to soak up cargo aircraft in several weeks. That could pinch                                                          
some shippers that currently view air transport as a refuge from                                                             
unreliable and expensive ocean shipping, freight transportation specialists say.

• The price of shipping by air has dropped about 70% since the spring, when capacity shortages were rampant because 
of surging medical-supply orders, but have been slowly moving back up, according to market watchers and freight 
transportation companies.

TGV speed record 574,8 km/h
• An Intermodal move from the port of LA to Chicago currently takes 
• Moving with a system such as in the attachment, will see the move take around 12 hours.
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XPO says LTL tonnage trending in right direction after 19% Q2 drop
• XPO officials said in their quarterly earnings release they expected the COVID-19 pandemic to roil markets in Europe 

and North America, but the company did better than expected during Q2 in terms of revenue and EBITDA.
• As the pandemic caused disruption in April, XPO focused on collecting receivables, turning them into cash sooner and 

staying disciplined on payment terms, according to CFO David Wyshner. The boom in e-commerce boosted the 
company during the pandemic. Revenue from XPO's Last Mile segment jumped 3% year over year.

• Daily LTL tonnage fell 19% YoY, but CEO Bradley Jacobs said there were bright spots in the LTL business: Q2 load factor 
was up 3.9% and was the highest load factor the company had in eight years. Empty miles improved 24% year over 
year. But revenue for the quarter was down 17.4% to $3.5 – See Slide 13 above

ISM: Manufacturing growth indicates 'we're coming out of recession’
• The U.S. manufacturing sector continued its recovery, climbing                                                               

from a 52.6% PMI reading in June to 54.2% in July, according to                                                                                                      
the Institute for Supply Management (ISM). A PMI reading                                                                     
above 50% indicates growth; below 50% indicates decline.

• June's PMI report included concerns about a potential decline                                                                
in July, due to increasing coronavirus cases. However, more                                                                  
employees started returning to work, and consumer demand                                                                     
grew throughout the month, contributing to a healthy reading,                                                                
said Timothy R. Fiore, chair of ISM's Manufacturing Business                                                                 
Survey Committee.

• Fiore said he expects continued growth in August but at a                                                                    
slightly lower rate of 53%. "It's an indication we're coming out                                                                                      
of recession," he said, citing two months of recovery.

• Right-sizing manufacturing workforces was a priority across the board in July, as firms coped with shifting consumer 
demand during the pandemic, he said. 
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COVID-19's urban exodus will force supply chains to adapt
Working from home can cause a second, slower-moving, but more enduring, demand shock that is just starting to unfold.
• Over the last decade, high-wage job growth — the key driver of growth in consumer spending — has concentrated in 

the nation’s largest urban areas. With the sweeping societal shifts sparked by the COVID-19 pandemic, particularly 
remote work allowing many to work from more affordable locations, this could change.

• With the pandemic seemingly in the rearview mirror, it may feel like the worst is over. However, a second, slower-
moving — but perhaps more enduring — demand shock is just starting to unfold. Supply chains will need to adapt.

• In a post-COVID-19 world, dense urban labor markets don’t mean the same thing they used to. Nearly 40% of jobs can 
be done remotely and according to the results of a survey of businesses conducted by the Federal Reserve Bank of 
Atlanta in May, work from home could triple as the U.S. economy finds a new equilibrium. 

• The historic link between where we live and where we work is still there, but it’s more tenuous than ever before. 
Supply chains will follow the spending, and the spending will follow the jobs.

• First, more dispersed consumers will make recent industry-wide efficiency gains more difficult. For parcel carriers, it 
will mean longer distances, more emissions, and more time between deliveries pushing up carrying costs. For 
truckload carriers, it will mean longer distances running empty between consecutive loads. 

• Second, distribution networks that have been built to service urban consumers might find that capacity utilization has 
dipped, while capacity at distribution facilities for rural areas could experience growing pains.

• Beyond the long-term implications of the COVID-19 pandemic for the geography of consumer demand, there are 
other more concrete ways that the past few months have already transformed the way freight operates. The unique 
dimensions of this crisis — with its focus on preventing disease transmission — have accelerated a technological shift 
that was already underway, pushing the trucking industry toward paperless and touchless transactions, electronic 
bills of lading, and a renewed appreciation for the frontline work that cannot be done from the safety of home.

• For any dynamic, growing economy the only constant is change. The freight industry stood still for decades, but it is 
increasingly clear that the rapid-fire sequence of traumatic shocks over the past two years is more than a momentary 
blip. They represent a profound and enduring shift in what, how, and where Americans consume and produce.
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Congress Responds to COVID19 and Other Challenges for the Maritime Industry
• In response to the worldwide COVID-19 pandemic, the Congressional Research Service released a report that stated 

global economic growth has declined by 3% to 6% in 2020 with a partial recovery predicted for 2021. Also, the GDP of 
the U.S. has fallen by 5% in the first quarter 2020. According to the International Maritime Organization (IMO), the 
maritime industry, and seafarers themselves, have not been able to escape the significant effects of this crisis.

• All sectors of the maritime industry have been adversely affected by the global pandemic. The shipping industry alone 
can face up to $1.7 billion loss in revenues to the carriers. Cruise lines in particular have been hit hard by the virus; 
most companies have essentially shut down operations until the fall at the earliest. Other sectors have also been 
negatively affected, including ports, terminal operators and their workers according to the National Association of 
Waterfront Employers, in testimony before the House Committee on Transpiration and Infrastructure regarding “the 
Status of the U.S. Maritime Supply Chain During the COVID-19 Pandemic” on May 29, 2020.

Freight volumes could go higher in August
• The Outbound Tender Volume Index (OTVI) continued to                                                                         

expand last week, indicating shippers are requesting more                                                                    
capacity than ever. The index shows volume 30% higher                                                                                                                     
than the previous year. With numerous carriers reporting                                                                     
much stronger-than-expected earnings, there is a noted                                                                          
level of cautious optimism about the rest of the third                                                                       
quarter. There are signs that we have yet to see the                                                                         
strongest freight market of the year. 

• Total imports for the U.S. have been increasing steadily since mid-June, measuring 3% lower than 2019 levels last 
week. In June total import shipments were 17% lower than the same period last year. 

• Many industrial figures, such as durable goods, have started coming in at much higher-than-expected values. The 
Purchasing Managers Index, which measures manufacturing activity, climbed to its highest value since April 2019 
after having two of the worst months in recent history in April and May. 
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Asia-US import surge, tight capacity to last into August
• Carriers, ports, and forwarders say the current spike in US                                                                  

imports from Asia that began in early July will last at least                                                                
through August, but their vision is blurred beyond that.

• Stakeholders, including importers themselves, say US inbound                                                                 
volumes from Asia will stay at current levels through September,                                                             
while others forecast a dip in late August followed by a short                                                               
peak season in late September. 

• “We’re getting clients calling regularly saying they are upping                                                                  
their forecasts, that they are not going to be able to get                                                                   
additional space at the rates they contracted for, so [these large                                                           
beneficial cargo owners] are looking for spot-market space, and                                                                 
for an extended period of time,” said Kurt McElroy, executive vice president of Apex Maritime.

ONE reports $167 million profit; sees volumes recovering
Ocean Network Express (ONE) said blank sailings were key to boosting ship utilization, with use on eastbound trans-
Pacific services hitting 96 percent.

VARD Secures ABS Approval for Jones Act-Compliant Offshore Wind Service Vessel
• Naval architect Vard Marine has been awarded its second Approval in Principle from the                                       

American Bureau of Shipping for a Jones Act-compliant service operation vessel                                                  
(SOV) for the U.S. offshore wind market.

• The VARD 4 19 US SOV design features primary functions including accommodation,                                                            
transferring technicians to installations as well as storing spare parts and tools for                                       
operations in US offshore wind farms. 

• ABS awarded its first AIP to VARD during the 2019 International Workboat Show in NO, LA.

⚓️gCaptain
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Global shipyards face crisis with receding box ship orders
• With global demand expected to contract by some 10% this year, due to the impact of the pandemic, blanked sailings 

are likely to be increasingly common feature among liner networks.
• This had led to ocean carriers reviewing their capacity growth plans and, in addition to doubling down on off-hiring 

surplus chartered tonnage, they are also shunning the newbuild option.
• With so much surplus capacity on the water, the big non-operating owners are much less likely to speculate on future 

demand from their liner customers and will restrict fleet growth to opportunist distress purchases.

Pacific Northwest ports looking for volume rebound in Q3
Container volumes at North America's Pacific Northwest ports are declining this year due to the drop in consumer 
demand caused by Covid-19 pandemic, but port managers expect some improvement in the second half of the year.
Laden imports and exports at the Northwest Seaport Alliance of Seattle and Tacoma declined 15.2% in the first five 
months of 2020, according to PIERS. The combined total volumes at the British Columbia ports of Vancouver and Prince 
Rupert were down 6.5 per cent during that period, according to their respective port authorities.

Appointment of U.S. Arctic coordinator signals more muscular American policy
The appointment of James DeHart as the U.S. coordinator for the Arctic signals the region’s growing importance to 
Washington as an arena of geopolitical competition with Russia and China, say Canadian and American defense experts.

Shanghai port sees container throughput hit record high in July
• Shanghai port's container throughput of Shanghai port exceeded 3.9 million TEU in July, hitting a record high,.
• The container throughput of Shanghai port totaled 43.3 million TEU last year, ranking the first in the world for the 

10th consecutive year.
• The port saw its container throughput total 149,565 TEU on last Thursday, representing a record single-day high. As 

China's economic recovery picked up speed in the second quarter, the country has seen rapid growth in cargo trade, 
said Xinhua.
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PierPass highlights traffic mitigation
Despite an increase in overall truck-port trips, PierPass Inc. announced that its OffPeak Program has taken 48 million 
truck trips out of daytime Southern California traffic since the program’s 2005 inception. PierPass relies on a traffic 
mitigation fee that will increase 4.2% August 1 to $33.47 per TEU. Rail moves are not subject to the TMF.

Asia-US West Coast FEU spot rates clear $3,000
The Asia–US West Coast spot rate exploded past $3,000 per FEU this week, but forwarders expect pricing to stabilize 
for the coming month as demand and supply are reaching a state of balance.

Montreal longshore workers to begin another 96-hour strike Monday
Observers say the port strike, if it drags on, could create lasting damage to the Port of Montreal, which handles a 
significant volume of discretionary cargo able to move through other ports.

Transpac rates at new heights, but reviving blank sailings could muddy the water
• Transpacific container spot rates to the US west coast have powered to hit a record level of $3,167 per 40ft.
• The US west coast component of today’s Shanghai Containerized Freight Index (SCFI) soared 17% on the back of 1 

August GRIs and is now 100% higher than a year ago.
• The spot rate surge represents the highest SCFI reading for the west coast in the decade-long history of the index 

– and the rate could go higher still in the coming weeks.
• After a quartet of successful GRIs, carriers are readying for a fresh, mid-August, onslaught of $1,000-plus increases 

on the strength of a robust demand outlook for the month.
• However, the rush by carriers to reinstate blanked sailings on the route could pour cold water on their prospects.
• According to eeSea data, just 10, or 4%, of the scheduled 245 Asia-US sailings in August, and only five in 

September of a proforma of 243 advertised, are currently void.
• Meanwhile, the European components of the SCFI were stable this week, with North Europe ticking up $5, to 

$901 per teu, and Mediterranean ports edging down slightly, by $2, to $935 per teu.
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Ship orders collapse; will rate boom follow?
• Pre-COVID, the bull case for shipping rates was all about 

plunging newbuild orders. A drop in orders in 2019 pointed to 
rising freight rates in 2021, given the lag between contract 
signing and delivery.

• Mid-COVID, the bull case for rates is even more about plunging 
newbuild orders than before. There will be a lot fewer vessels 
on the water in 2021, 2022 and beyond than previously 
thought.

• New data provided to FreightWaves by U.K.-based VesselsValue 
confirms that 2020 is shaping up to be an exceptionally weak 
year for tanker, bulker and container-ship orders.

• New data from Alphaliner shows that container-ship newbuild 
capacity is down to just 9.4% of capacity on the water. “For the 
first time in more than 20 years, the global newbuilding 
pipeline fell below the 10% threshold,” reported Alphaliner on 
Wednesday, calling it a “historic low.”
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Seafarer welfare crisis ‘ticking time bomb’
• The global seafarer community is in the throes of a mental health crisis, according to a newly released study.
• The Seafarers Happiness Index (SHI), published Wednesday, says there are significant risks to the mental and physical 

well-being of ship personnel and a growing risk to vessel safety as crew change restrictions have remained in place 
while the coronavirus pandemic rages on. 

Maritime Logistics Op-Ed: Federal Support for Ports is Critical
• Florida’s seaports are one of the state’s greatest economic assets, positively affecting every region and every resident. 

Our seaports have a $117.6 billion economic impact across Florida and account for more than 900,000 direct and 
indirect jobs, while linking our communities to vital national and international markets.

• It is imperative that ports, like other businesses, receive the resources necessary to deal with these unprecedented 
challenges. We have been working with the American Association of Port Authorities to advocate for this federal relief 
to ensure ports continue to be an economic driver, especially in rural communities. 

Expedited trans-Pacific LCL filling a growing niche
• Major ocean freight consolidators in the U.S. market see no shortage in demand for expedited less-than-container 

load (LCL) service requests from freight forwarders during the ongoing global pandemic.
• These services promise roughly 12-day port-to-port transits between China’s dominant seaports and Los Angeles and 

Long Beach in Southern California, compared to mostly standard, monthlong ocean transits for eastbound, trans-
Pacific container traffic.

• Although expedited LCL services are 3x to 4x more expensive per m³ of freight than traditional LCL, they offer 
airfreight shippers that are currently pinched for capacity and seeing higher-than-normal air transport rates through 
the coronavirus pandemic a rate that is  ⅔ or ¾ cheaper, if extra days can be allowed in the transit.

• Forwarders tend to become more interested in LCL services whenever the global economy is disrupted and import 
volumes diminish.

• The benefits of LCL are consistent — predictability in service and cost being key.

Maritime Logistics 
Professional
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Nev. Tax Agency Faces Heat Over Pot Licensing Settlements 
The Nevada Tax Commission approved a controversial partial settlement of claims that it botched the process for issuing 
marijuana licenses, though the move has come under fire by companies that say they were left out of the talks.  

FTC Urges Court's Help In Probe Of CBD Co.'s Health Claims 
The Federal Trade Commission has asked an Arizona federal judge to force CBD company Kushly to respond to discovery 
requests as part of the agency's investigation into health claims the company makes about its products. 

HHS to Cut $4 Billion in Needy Hospital Payments
The federal government is required to cut payments to hospitals treating poorer patients by $4 billion starting Oct. 1 if 
Congress doesn’t take action, and the Medicaid agency said Sept. 23 that it’s preparing to do so. The cuts were part of 
the Affordable Care Act and have been pushed back multiple times by Congress.

7-Eleven owner buys Speedway gas stations for $21 billion
The Japanese owner of 7-Eleven is buying the Speedway chain of gas stations from Marathon Petroleum (MPC) for $21 
billion. It's one of the biggest acquisitions in the world to be announced since the COVID-19 pandemic hit earlier this 
year. With this deal, 7-Eleven would have a presence in 47 of the top 50 most populated metro areas in the United 
States, the company noted in a press release.

Led by Tobacco, In-Store Merchandise Performs Well for Murphy USA
Tobacco emerged as a bright spot for Murphy USA Inc. in the second quarter of 2020, seemingly unaffected by the 
decreased fuel traffic experienced by the retailer during the ongoing coronavirus health crisis.

United Pacific Grows Its Southern California Core Through Acquisition
United Pacific has acquired 95 convenience stores and gas stations from Agoura Hills, Calif.-based Platinum Energy and 
its related entities. The transaction also included three full-service car washes and one quick-service food location. The 
majority of the c-stores are located in southern California.

BUSINESS
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2020’s First Half: Large Breweries Maintain Share; Can Popularity Soars; Hard Seltzers Grow Share
• In a time when off-premise beer sales top $1 billion weekly,                                                                    

without the on-premise half of the trade, the beer industry                                                                     
still has “a hole to dig out of,” National Beer Wholesalers                                                                  
Association chief economist Lester Jones said.

• The full effect nationwide of closures due to the COVID-19                                                                      
pandemic has yet to be felt and will likely rear its head in                                                                 
the second half of 2020.

• Even with the pandemic upending the beer industry,                                                                           
market share for Anheuser-Busch InBev, Molson Coors                                                                             
Beverage Company and Constellation Brands has held                                                                           
steady so far in 2020, Jones said. A-B products year-to-date                                                                    
account for 42.3% of the market, up 0.3% from 2019.                                                                          
Molson Coors’ share declined 1%, to 23.7%, and Constellation’s share increased 0.4%, to 10.2%.

• For the first 11 weeks of 2020, 60% of all beer sold was in                                                                  
cans, and 32% was in bottles. As bars and restaurants                                                                        
closed, cans’ share increased 7%, but bottles’ share only                                                                    
increased 1%.

• With the year broken into three defined segments                                                                             
(pre-COVID, shut down and reopening), only the FMB/hard                                                                         
seltzer segment has maintained share growth. The segment                                                                     
started the year with an 8.3% market share, which                                                                            
increased 3% over the shutdown weeks, and increased                                                                          
another 2.1% as states began reopening, to 13.4% of the                                                                      
category.
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Amber Beverage Group Acquires 100% of Australian Distributor
• Amber Beverage Group (ABG) has acquired 100% of Think Spirits, Australia’s leading family spirits distribution 

business, which has, despite the challenges of Covid-19, recorded impressive results during 2020.
• Having first acquired a majority stake of 90% in Think Spirits in 2018, ABG has taken over full ownership of the 

company as part of its strategy to become a multinational beverage company. Think Spirits Founder, Patrick Borg, and 
his team will remain in the business and no operational changes are expected.

Danone Waters of America Becomes Exclusive Distributor of Ferrarelle
Danone Waters of America, the North American bottled water importer and distributor, announced today it will sell, 
distribute and merchandise Ferrarelle, an Italian sparkling natural mineral water, as of January 2020 in the U.S. The long-
term master distribution agreement will focus on building the brand in the U.S. and include Ferrarelle glass formats via 
on-premise channels.

Dunkin plans to permanently close U.S. locations
Dunkin plans to close 800 stores, or 8% of its restaurant fleet,                                                                                                   
after its sales dropped 20% in the second quarter. Dunkin has                                                                                          
said that the locations it is closing only pull in about 2% of its                                                                                                                     
revenue annually.

America needs a bar and restaurant bailout
The financial problems with restricting bars and restaurants have                                                             
a pretty straightforward solution — bail them out — while the                                                                                                                    
public health value of imposing an indoor mask mandate is                                                                    
significant. Congress should consider bailouts of bars, restaurants,                                                         
and coffee shops, and states and cities that need tax revenue. It                                                            
will save lives and leave the economy in a stronger position.
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Pandemic shift to domestic medical suppliers is costing health systems more, Johns Hopkins VP says
• Johns Hopkins Health System is now paying $9 for surgical gowns that used to cost 40 cents before the pandemic, Lisa 

Ishii, MD, senior vice president of operations at the Baltimore-based health system wrote in an article for Vox. 
• In the last two decades, the U.S. healthcare system has come to rely heavily on international suppliers, especially in 

China, for thousands of essential supplies, such as surgical gowns and syringes, Dr. Ishii wrote. Last year, the U.S. was 
the largest importer of medical goods, including personal protective equipment, in the world. 

• But since the COVID-19 pandemic, hospitals have shifted to using domestic suppliers who have been more reliable 
with transportation and trade. Domestic suppliers, however, are much more expensive and put hospitals and patients 
in greater financial jeopardy, Dr. Ishii wrote. 

• High domestic prices are likely caused by a combination of increased costs of manufacturing in the U.S. and a boom in 
demand that has outpaced supply during the pandemic. 

• Dr. Ishii said that in December, Johns Hopkins was paying 40 cents per surgical gown from a supplier in China. Now, it 
is paying $9 per gown from a domestic supplier, more than 20 times the former price. 

Cardinal Health recalls 9 million surgical gowns
• Cardinal Health issued a voluntary recall of 9.1 million surgical gowns, a company spokesperson confirmed.
• They warned customers about potential quality issues with the Level 3 gowns and the Presource procedure packs that 

contain them last week. About 7.7 million were distributed to 2,807 facilities across the country.
• The gowns were produced by a contract manufacturer in two locations that were neither registered with the FDA nor 

qualified by Cardinal Health to manufacture surgical gowns. A company investigator visited the locations and found 
several concerns, including an open environment where gowns were exposed to air particulate and other 
contaminants. Hand sanitation also was not provided.

• The Association for the Advancement of Medical Instrumentation has established a classification system for 
protective apparel used in healthcare facilities. The system ranks apparel on a scale of Level 1 to Level 4, with Level 4 
gowns being the most protective.
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HHS overpaid $500M for ventilators, House oversight panel says
• A report released July 31 from the House Oversight and Reform Committee found that HHS overpaid by as much as 

$500 million for ventilators to combat the COVID-19 pandemic, The Hill reported. 
• The report found that HHS paid health technology company Philips $15,000 per ventilator, more than any other U.S. 

purchaser. Some buyers negotiated prices as low as $9,327 per ventilator, according to the report. 

Glimmer of hope for coronavirus cure as Eli Lilly antibody drug trials advance
• While dozens of pharmaceutical players are racing to find a vaccine for the coronavirus, a glimmer of hope has 

emerged on the horizon for a cure.
• US drug giant Eli Lilly announced on Monday that its trial of an antibody drug had progressed to phase 3, to establish 

whether the candidate, LY-CoV555, can prevent or treat Covid-19 in nursing homes in the US.
• Lilly’s drug candidate is made in the lab and designed to target the spike protein of Sars-CoV-2, the formal name for 

the virus that causes Covid-19 and block the virus from entering human cells.

CVS adding touch-free payments at pharmacies
CVS pharmacies will soon let you do touch-free payments using your PayPal or Venmo accounts by using PayPal’s QR code 
payment system, PayPal has announced. The system will let shoppers “securely pay for their items without needing to 
touch a keypad or sign a receipt,” according to PayPal.

US ventilator, PPE imports drop as coronavirus cases climb
• U.S. seaborne imports of ventilators, personal protective equipment (PPE) and pharmaceuticals fell 26.6%, 21.6% and 

1.8% respectively in the first half of July compared to the same period in June, according to an analysis by Panjiva, 
S&P Global's supply chain research unit. The drop is largely attributable to a 6.9% decline in U.S. ocean freight imports 
from Europe and a 3.7% decline in imports from China in July, according to the report.

• "The reverse in sourcing may reflect the resurgence of cases elsewhere in the world and prioritization of supplies to 
those markets,“ says Panjiva.
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Electric car models set to triple in EU by 2021
• The number of electric vehicles available to customers across 

Europe is expected to triple by 2021. That's according to 
research from the European Federation for Transport and 
Environment who have forecast that 98 fully electric and plug-in 
hybrid models will be available at the end of this year, a number 
that is expected to grow to 214 models by 2021. 

• One of the driving forces behind the trend is going to be 
affordability with cheaper electric models expected to result in 
increasing numbers of consumers making the switch from petrol 
and diesel. In 2021, VW is expected to have the most models on 
offer, 41, followed by Daimler (23) and BMW (21). 

Who’s leading the global effort?
The European Union has just launched its new Hydrogen Strategy with a projected investment of up to €180 billion by 
2050 to scale up and roll out clean hydrogen. South Korea has also announced it will spend €82 billion on green 
projects – including investment in electric and hydrogen vehicles. Another example comes from Germany, which has 
designated €9 billion to expand its hydrogen capacity at home and abroad.

Hydrogen Versus Gasoline
• Hydrogen, right now, is sold by the kg. which costs about $16 and has about the same energy content as a gallon of 

gasoline, for around $2 lately—which isn’t great.
• A fuel cell vehicle can get about 350 miles on a $70 dollar hydrogen fill-up. A similar-sized SUV might spend $25 to 

$35 for the same mileage, so the fuel penalty isn’t as large as the $16 number might first appear.
• Although pricey, hydrogen has advantages. It is more energy-dense than gasoline. The fuel for a hydrogen car to go 

350 miles weighs much less than the fuel for a similar-size gasoline-powered SUV to go the same distance.
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German offshore wind to hydrogen project takes off
• Ørsted and its partners have secured funding for the Westküste 100 renewable hydrogen project in Germany.
• They received funding confirmation from the German Federal Ministry of Economic Affairs and Energy as the first 

large-scale hydrogen project in Germany within the Reallabor (real-world laboratory) framework.
• The Westküste 100 project aims to research and develop                                                                       

an approach to produce green hydrogen from offshore                                                                          
wind energy and to use the resulting waste heat and                                                                          
oxygen. The purpose of the project is to make future                                                                         
industrial processes, aviation, construction, and heating                                                                    
more sustainable in the future.

• The project has a total budget of €89M. The approved                                                                         
funding, starting on 1 August 2020, is €30M.

• Ten partners have joined forces to form the consortium:                                                                      
EDF Germany, Holcim Germany, OGE, Ørsted, Raffinerie                                                                         
Heide, Stadtwerke Heide, Thüga, and Thyssenkrupp                                                                             
Industrial Solutions, together with the Region Heide                                                                         
Development Agency and the Fachhochschule                                                                                    
Westküste (West Coast University of Applied Sciences).

BP will slash oil production by 40% and pour billions into green energy
• BP is planning to slash oil and gas production and pour billions of dollars into clean energy as part of a major strategic 

overhaul unveiled on Tuesday, alongside a huge second quarter loss and dividend cut.
• The London-based company said that it plans a 10-fold increase in annual low carbon investments to $5 billion by 

2030 as it tries to deliver on its promise of net zero emissions by 2050 and prepares for a world that uses much less 
oil. BP shares rose as much as 8% in London.
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The Big Picture
Since 1947, quarterly GDP had never 
exceeded even a 3% drop (non-
annualized). Here are a few problems 
currently plaguing the economy:
• Employment: Well over 50m are 

still out of the workforce. New 
unemployment claims have now 
exceeded 1 million for 19 
consecutive weeks.

• Consumer Spending: ⅔’s  of the 
U.S. economy, it sank 12.6% in 
April. Weekly payments of $600 
provided through CARES helped  
household income, however, the 
payments expired July 31, and may 
not be renewed as an initiative.

• Monetary Policy: Trillions of dollars 
were and money supply (M2) has 
rapidly risen, with central bank 
balance sheets shattering records. 
Despite the injection, inflation has 
dropped to almost zero–well below 
the Fed’s ideal 2% rate–signaling 
deflationary pressure.
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400 Companies are shaping the future of automated warehouses worth $27B by 2025


